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Summary
Objective: To quantify the precision and accuracy of measurements of joint space width (JSW) and joint space narrowing (JSN) from the
medial tibiofemoral compartment of knee radiographs using a simple and easily adaptable protocol.
Methods: Radiographs of a caliper (a surrogate for JSW) were obtained to determine the precision limits of the system under ideal conditions.
Bilateral knee radiographs from 10 healthy volunteers were obtained at three different times using the metatarsophalangeal (MTP)
semi-flexed view posterior–anterior position without fluoroscopy. A backlit digitizing tablet and three manual methods were used to measure
JSW and analyses of precision were performed. The accuracy of measuring change in JSW (a measure of JSN) was estimated from
radiographs of cadaver knees that were placed in a servo-hydraulic device that moved the femur relative to the tibia through known intervals.
Results: Radiographic measurements of the caliper inter-blade distance were comparable to the resolution limits of the backlit digitizing
tablet (0.025 mm). Repeated radiography of healthy subject knees produced JSW standard deviation (SD) measurements of 0.08 mm by the
median SD method, and 0.11 mm by repeated measures analysis. The accuracy of JSN measurements in the cadaver knees as a mean
difference from the known reference value was 0.09 mm.
Conclusion: The results indicate a high level of precision in measurements of JSW from MTP semi-flexed view knee radiographs of normal
volunteers. Reproducibility was attained through careful subject positioning without fluoroscopy and the use of a backlit digitizing tablet. From
the cadaver study we can predict that greater than 0.13 mm of measured JSN represents actual or true change in JSN. This radiographic
technique can be used as a primary measure for early knee osteoarthritis (OA) when cartilage thickness is decreasing and limited bony
remodeling has occurred.
© 2003 OsteoArthritis Research Society International. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Introduction
Quantitative measures are needed to determine structural
change and progression of osteoarthritis (OA). For knee
OA, radiographic measurement of the medial tibiofemoral
joint space width (JSW), and the derived value of joint
space narrowing (JSN) that occurs in serial radiographs
over time, has been proposed as the best available method
for detecting articular cartilage loss1–5. Early studies of
the accuracy of JSN measurements were limited by the
use of ordinal scoring systems or crude JSW measure-
ments over time6–9. Precise JSW measurements enable us
to test whether potential disease modifying OA drugs
(DMOAD) actually slow the rate of cartilage loss in OA.
Estimated values for medial tibiofemoral JSN have been
wide ranging, although there is a growing consensus for a
value between 0.1 and 0.2 mm per year2,9–13. To detect
such small changes in JSW, extremely precise and repro-
ducible methods for measuring JSW must be employed.
Previous studies have shown that in order to obtain
useful JSW measurements one must effectively control for
and minimize variability in subject positioning, X-ray equip-
ment positioning, and the actual measurement of JSW from
the radiograph10,11,14–20. The two protocols that have been
used most are the conventional standing full extension
view and the metatarsophalangeal (MTP) semi-flexed
view14,15,17,21,22. Although the MTP semi-flexed view
seems to provide reproducible patient positioning, the
addition of fluoroscopy has been used to ensure proper
radioanatomic alignment of the medial tibial plateau and
the central X-ray beam10,14,20.
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When assessing JSW and JSN measurements, one
must consider the qualities of precision and accuracy. We
can define precision as the ability to repeat the same
measurement from the same object (JSW), and accuracy
as the ability to measure a quantity with minimal divergence
from its true dimension (JSN). Previous studies of precision
of the MTP semi-flexed view have produced divergent
results, with estimates of reproducibility ranging from 0.08
to 0.30 mm17,20,23,24.
The goal of this study was to use highly standardized
conditions to estimate the sensitivity of MTP semi-flexed
view radiographs to detect the small decrements in medial
JSW that are expected in patients with early knee OA.
Precision boundaries for measurements performed under
ideal conditions were obtained from radiographs of a cali-
per with a known inter-blade distance that served as a
surrogate for knee JSW. The precision of JSW measure-
ments was then determined from bilateral knee radio-
graphs of healthy volunteers repeated three times using a
standardized MTP semi-flexed view positioning protocol.
Finally the accuracy of JSN measurements was deter-
mined by obtaining radiographs of cadaver knees that were
placed in a mechanical servo-hydraulic materials test sys-
tem that allowed for known incremental changes in the
distance between the femur and tibia. All radiographic
measurements were made using a backlit digitizing light
tablet and three manual methods.
Materials and methods
CALIPER STUDY
Radiographs of a digital caliper (model CD-6 BS,
Mitutoyo Corp., Japan, resolution 0.01 mm) were obtained
to determine the feasibility of making accurate and precise
radiographic measurements using our equipment and
methods, and to set an upper boundary on the precision of
our measurements under ideal conditions. The caliper was
placed 6 cm from the film cassette to approximate the
cassette-to-joint space center distance. To determine the
accuracy of our methods over the range of probable JSW
measurements, radiographs were taken of the caliper with
the inter-blade distance set at 4, 2, and 1 mm without
changing the position of the X-ray equipment between
radiographs. An idealization of the knee JSW precision
study was conducted by obtaining three radiographs of the
caliper set at 2 mm with the X-ray equipment readjusted
between each X-ray. For these studies the caliper acted
as its own calibration standard. The caliper inter-blade
distance was measured five times from the radiographs
using a backlit digitizing tablet (DigiPad type 5A, GTCO
Corp., Columbia, MD) and the three measurement
methods described below.
PRECISION STUDY OF JSW MEASUREMENTS (NORMAL KNEES)
Subjects
Ten healthy volunteers (six women and four men) were
recruited from students and staff of The University of
Vermont College of Medicine. Exclusion criteria included
pregnancy, regular and/or recurring knee pain, radiographic
evidence of OA, history of knee trauma or prior knee
surgery (including arthroscopy), and abnormally developed
knees. The study was approved by the Institutional Review
Board and informed consent was obtained from all
subjects.
Subject positioning and radiography
Positioning was based on the MTP semi-flexed view
described by Buckland-Wright et al.17. Subjects stood
facing the film cassette and were instructed to evenly
distribute their weight between both feet. The first MTP joint
of each foot was aligned with and below the front edge of
the film cassette. The subjects’ feet were then rotated
externally to approximately 15°, as determined by the angle
of the second ray with the anterior–posterior axis, while
maintaining the correct orientation of the MTP joint relative
to the film cassette. The subjects flexed their knees until
both patellae firmly touched the film cassette. Median knee
flexion was 13° (range 9–18°) and median ankle flexion
was 8° (range 6–12°). Outlines of subjects’ feet were drawn
to produce a foot map that was used for positioning with
subsequent radiographs. Both knees of each subject
were radiographed on three separate occasions, all on
the same day. Between each radiograph the subject and
radiographic equipment were repositioned, making each
measurement of each knee independent with respect to
subject and radiographic positioning.
Posterior–anterior radiographs were taken of each knee
with a GE AMX 100 portable X-ray machine at 55 kVp and
5 mAs with a focus-to-film distance of 100 cm on green
sensitive medical X-ray film. The central X-ray beam was
directed orthogonally to the film cassette in both vertical
and horizontal planes. In the vertical plane the beam was
directed at a felt pen mark placed over the knee joint
approximating the center of the tibiofemoral joint space. In
the horizontal plane the beam was directed to the midpoint
of the medial tibiofemoral compartment as approximated by
a spot two-thirds of the distance from the lateral to medial
margins of the knee in the coronal plane. A calibration
standard was placed at the level of the middle of the joint
space as approximated by a position superior to the fibular
head using the joint space skin markings as a guide. Each
radiograph was marked with a label of randomly generated
characters, so that the reader was unable to make associ-
ations between radiographs, subjects, right or left knees, or
the order in which the X-rays were taken.
ACCURACY STUDY OF JSN MEASUREMENTS (CADAVER STUDY)
Cadaver specimens
Four fresh frozen human cadaver knees were removed
without disturbing the periarticular structures and the two
bone ends were dissected free of soft tissue. Prior to
testing the specimens were thawed and tantalum beads
(0.8 mm) were placed into the medial femoral condyle and
medial tibial plateau of each cadaver knee with a bead
injector (RSA Biomedical Innovations AB, Umea, Sweden)
through a small soft tissue incision. Screws were placed
into the proximal femur and distal tibia allowing for the
maintenance of correct anatomic orientation and the bone
ends were potted into copper tubes with polymethylmeth-
acrylate. The tubes were used to mount the specimen in a
fixture that was attached to a servo-hydraulic materials
testing system (MTS).
Cadaver positioning and radiography
Specimens were mounted in the MTS with 13° of knee
flexion approximating the MTP position. The MTS device
had an accuracy of 0.035 mm and was used to move the
femur relative to the tibia through known increments. Each
cadaver knee was radiographed as described above at
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baseline before movement, and then once after each
incremental displacement. The knees underwent a total of
10 displacements, each of which was selected at random.
The MTS load sensor was monitored throughout the proto-
col to ensure that compression or distraction loads were not
created that could have produced deformation of the knee
or test fixture. In all cases movement of the femur relative
to the tibia did not generate load across the tibiofemoral
joint, and therefore unwanted deformation of bone was
avoided.
JSW measurements
Three different JSW measurement techniques were con-
sidered. Common to all three techniques, the radiographs
were placed on a backlit digitizing tablet (measurement
resolution of 0.025 mm), and points were selected manu-
ally using a cross-haired cursor. The X–Y coordinates of
the points were then digitized and inter-point distances
determined. Point selection was made by taking the mar-
gins of JSW to be represented by the bright bands of
subchondral cortical bone of the tibial plateau and femoral
condyle.
For the perceived minimum (PM) JSW technique, the
reader selected what appeared to be the smallest distance
between a point on the medial femoral condyle and a
corresponding point on the medial tibial plateau along a
perceived vertical line. For the midpoint (MDPT) technique
a vertical line was drawn equidistant between two lines
drawn at the medial aspect of the tibial plateau and through
the apex of the medial tibial spine. The measurement
points for JSW were selected from the two bony intersec-
tions of this midpoint line. For the calculated minimum (CM)
technique, the reader selected 10 points in the medial
compartment from both the inferior surface of the femoral
condyle and the superior surface of the tibial plateau.
Points along the joint surfaces were chosen such that all
conceivable points of minimal inter-bone distance were
included. The coordinates of these points were then ex-
ported to a computer program where a curve was fit
(CRVFIT, Algorithm 433, Hiroshi Akima, U.S. Dept. Com-
merce, Office of Telecommunications, Boulder, CO) to each
of these two sets of points representing the internal bony
margins of the knee joint’s medial compartment. The mini-
mal distance between these curves was then calculated as
the minimum JSW.
The same reader measured all radiographs five times
using each of the three measurement methods. One reader
was used since intraobserver error may be less than
interobserver error10. JSW measurements were scaled
for radiographic magnification based on the calibration
standard (average magnification factor of 1.2).
DATA ANALYSIS
Caliper study
For each radiograph of the caliper, five inter-blade dis-
tance measurements were made using each method (PM,
MDPT, CM), and the absolute value of the difference
between the true distance (4, 2 or 1 mm) and the measured
distance was used as the dependent outcome. A two-factor
analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed using the
caliper inter-blade distance and measurement method as
the independent sources of variation. When significant
differences were observed between groups, Fisher’s least
significant difference comparisons were performed on the
means to determine which groups differed significantly. A
two-factor ANOVA was also performed on the repeated
radiographs of the caliper set at 2 mm taking repeated
radiography and measurement method (PM, MDPT, CM)
as potential sources of variation. Fisher’s least significant
difference comparisons were performed on groups shown
to differ significantly. Similar to the analysis of knee JSW
data described below, two estimates of precision were
computed. A caliper standard deviation was calculated as
the SD of the three radiograph means for each method, and
the between radiograph variance was derived from the
mean-square error term of the ANOVA done for each
method separately.
Precision study JSW measurements
The analyses performed on the raw and calibrated data
were in agreement, and only the calibrated data are pre-
sented. The analyses were performed on JSW measure-
ments from 54 radiographs: three repeated radiographs
from each of 18 knees. One subject was removed from the
analysis due to lack of controlled film-to-focus distance on
one of the radiographs. Since some of the analyses con-
sidered paired knees, the contralateral knee for that subject
was also removed. Two different data analyses were per-
formed to estimate the precision of the repeated radiogra-
phy of the same knee. In one analysis, which is comparable
to the approach used by Buckland-Wright et al.17,18, a
radiograph mean was calculated from the five measure-
ments taken from the same radiograph using each of the
three measuring methods. A standard deviation (SD) was
then calculated from the three radiograph means of each
knee to give a knee-SD (18 knee-SD for each method). To
estimate the precision in repeated radiography of the same
knee, the median values and 95% confidence intervals (CI)
from the 18 knee-SD were then determined for each
measurement method. To compare the precision of the
three different measurement methods a Wilcoxon’s signed-
rank test was performed on the knee-SD data.
The second analysis involved a repeated measures
ANOVA to test for differences between measurement
methods. Repeated measures analysis was also per-
formed for each measurement method separately in order
to apportion the variation in JSW measure between sub-
ject, knee, repeated radiography, and repeated JSW
measurement of the same radiograph. The estimated
between radiographs variance from these analyses was
an alternative method for estimating the SD of JSW
measurements from repeated radiography and allowed us
to compare the results to Mazzuca et al.20.
Accuracy study of JSN measurements
JSN, or change in JSW after incremental movement
applied to cadaver knees by the MTS servo-hydraulic
device was determined with a resolution of 0.035 mm. This
was verified by measuring the change in distance between
tantalum beads implanted in bone at baseline and after
incremental movement using Roentgenstereophotogram-
metric analysis (RSA Biomedical Innovations, UMEA,
Sweden), and was considered the reference (or known)
JSN value. JSN accuracy was estimated by two methods.
In one method the absolute value of the difference between
the reference JSN and JSN measured using each of the
three digitizing tablet methods was calculated for each
incremental displacement from the joint’s baseline position.
From these data, mean absolute value differences and their
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respective CI were calculated for each of the three
methods. A repeated measures ANOVA was performed on
the data from all three methods to determine differences
between their accuracy. Fisher’s least significant difference
comparisons were then performed to localize significant
differences demonstrated in the repeated measures
ANOVA.
In the second method, JSN data obtained from each of
the three measurement techniques were regressed on the
reference JSN data. Inverse regression analysis was used
to answer the question of what measured value of JSN
represents a true JSN change defined by the 95% CI.
Results
CALIPER STUDY
Descriptive statistics of the caliper set at 4, 2, and 1 mm
and results of the two-way ANOVA of the absolute value of
the difference between the reference and measured dis-
tance (accuracy) are presented in Table I. With the caliper
set at 4 and 2 mm, the accuracy of PM and MDPT
measurements approached the level of resolution of the
digitizing tablet (0.025 mm). The two-factor ANOVA de-
tected a significant difference in accuracy between caliper
blade distances (P<0.01). The measure of the 1 mm dis-
tance was significantly less accurate than 4 and 2 mm
distances. There were also significant differences between
the three measurement methods (P0.03), with the CM
measurement being less accurate than the PM and MDPT
measurements.
Descriptive statistics from repeated radiographs of the
caliper set at 2 mm are presented in Table II. As was
suggested by the data in Table I, the CM method produced
less accurate and significantly larger measurements than
the PM and MDPT methods. The overall precision of
inter-blade measurements from repeated radiographs
of the caliper was excellent.
PRECISION STUDY OF JSW MEASUREMENTS
Radiograph quality
Knee radiographs were considered to have correct
rotation if the central position of the tibial spines were
located under the femoral notch. They were considered to
be mal-rotated if either the apex of the tibial spine crossed
the midline of the femoral notch (defined by a vertical line
taken through the apex of the notch), or the projected
image of either tibial spine was superimposed over the
margin of a femoral condyle. The tibial spine did not cross
the joint midline in any of the 54 radiographs from the
normal volunteers. One tibial spine crossed a femoral
condyle in 18 of 54 radiographs, and 12 of these 18
radiographs came from four knees in which all three
radiographs were similarly mal-rotated. In two knees, two of
three radiographs were mal-rotated, and in two knees, one
of three radiographs was mal-rotated. The SD of JSW
measurements was not different in the eight series of
repeated radiographs that included mal-rotated knees
when compared to the 10 radiographic series with no
mal-rotated knees.
Correct knee flexion was defined as parallel alignment of
the central X-ray beam and the anterior and posterior rims
of the medial tibial plateau on the knee radiograph12. This
alignment results in a narrow distance between the anterior
and posterior rims, referred to as the inter-rim distance.
There was remarkable consistency in the inter-rim distance
Table I
Caliper measurement data with inter-blade distance set at 4, 2, and 1 mm
Measurement method† Caliper inter-blade distance absolute value of true distance—measured distance z (95% CI)
4 2 1‡
PM 0.03 z (0.00, 0.07) 0.06 z (0.02, 0.10) 0.10 z (0.04, 0.16)
MDPT 0.05 z (0.04, 0.06) 0.04 z (0.00, 0.02) 0.12 z (0.10, 0.14)
CM 0.04 z (0.02, 0.06) 0.13 z (0.06, 0.19) 0.15 z (0.12, 0.16)
†Two-factor ANOVA demonstrated significant differences between measurement methods, perceived minimum (PM), midpoint (MDPT),
and calculated minimum (CM) (P0.03). Fisher’s least significant difference comparisons showed CM to be significantly less accurate than
both MDPT and PM methods. PM and MDPT methods were not significantly different.
‡Two-factor ANOVA demonstrated significant differences between inter-blade distance measurements (P<0.01). Fisher’s least significant
difference comparisons showed measurements of 1 mm to be significantly less accurate than both 4 and 2 mm. The 4 and 2 mm distances
were not significantly different.
Table II
Caliper measurements from three radiographs with the inter-blade distance set at 2 mm
Measurement
method†
Radiographs mean (mm) z SD (mm) Estimate of precision of repeated radiographs
1 2 3 SD (mm) of radiograph
means
SD (mm) derived from
ANOVA
PM 2.04 z 0.05 2.04 z 0.05 2.03 z 0.03 0.01 0.00
MDPT 2.03 z 0.08 2.03 z 0.06 2.02 z 0.07 0.00 0.00
CM 2.19 z 0.01 2.16 z 0.02 2.14 z 0.05 0.02 0.01
†Measurements were made by the perceived minimum (PM), midpoint (MDPT), and calculated minimum (CM) methods. The two-factor
analysis of variance showed significant difference between measurement methods (P<0.01), and Fisher’s least significant difference
comparisons showed the CM method to be significantly different from the other two methods, with no significant difference between the
MDPT and PM methods.
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from the three radiographs of each knee (median SD of
0.17 mm; 95% CI 0.11, 0.24). The inter-rim distance was
similar in the right and left knee of each volunteer. Fifty
percent of the radiographs had inter-rim distances of less
than 1 mm, while 91% had inter-rim distances of less than
4 mm. There was no influence of inter-rim distance on the
precision of JSW measurements. The SD of JSW measure-
ments from radiographs with a mean inter-rim distance of
less than 1 mm was 0.07 mm, as compared to an SD of
0.09 mm from radiographs in which the mean inter-rim
distance was greater than 1 mm.
JSW measurements
The ranges and means of JSW measurements from
normal knees are presented in Table III. As expected, the
MDPT method, which is an arbitrary point rather than the
narrowest point, produced larger JSW measurements than
the PM and CM methods (P<0.01). There was no signifi-
cant difference between the PM and CM methods.
The precision of measuring JSW from repeated radio-
graphs was estimated by the median value of knee-SD that
was calculated from the radiograph means. The median
knee-SD and 95% CI for repeated radiography of the
subject knees using each measurement method are shown
in Table III. From the median knee-SD data, the MDPT
method appears somewhat less precise than the other two
methods, but a Wilcoxon’s signed-rank test detected no
significant difference in precision between the three JSW
measurement methods.
The JSW data for each measurement method was ana-
lyzed by a repeated measure ANOVA to determine the
sources of variance associated with repeated radiographs
and repeated measurements from each radiograph (Table
IV). The SD calculated using the ANOVA is approximately
1.5 times greater than the median knee-SD presented in
Table III. Repeated radiography is associated with slightly
more variance than repeated measures. The SD for re-
peated radiography is still exceedingly low, with a value of
0.11 mm by the PM measurement method. When consid-
ering total variance of repeated JSW measurements, the
sources of variance and their contributions (%) were similar
for the three measurement methods and were as follows:
different subject (92%), different knee (3%), repeated
radiography (3%), and repeated measurements (2%).
Accuracy study of JSN measurement
For the cadaver study, each femur was serially displaced
distally relative to a fixed tibia. We were concerned that the
actual change in distance of the femur relative to the tibia
had the potential to be different than that measured by the
MTS servo-hydraulic test system, and therefore the dis-
tance between these bones was also measured radio-
graphically by digitizing the position of the implanted
tantalum beads using the Roentgenstereophotogrammetric
analysis (RSA) system. The RSA measurements were
used as the reference change in distance at the joint (true
JSN). The calculated JSN is derived from the change in
JSW as measured by the PM, MDPT and CM methods
from each radiograph after each serial displacement. The
means and CI of the absolute value of the differences
between the JSN data obtained by the three JSW measure-
ment methods and the reference change in JSN are
presented in Table V. The mean difference for the PM and
MDPT methods is 0.11 and 0.09 mm, respectively. The
mean difference for the CM method is 0.25 mm, which is
significantly different from the PM and MDPT methods by
repeated measures analysis.
Inverse regression analysis was used to address the
question: what change in JSN value by digitzing tablet
measurement of JSW represents a true change in JSN?
The results of the inverse regression for the PM and MDPT
measurement methods are presented in Table VI. The JSN
Table III
The precision of joint space width (JSW) measurements from repeated knee radiographs of normal volunteers
Measurement
method†
Mean
JSW
Range of JSW measure-
ments‡ (mm)
Median knee-SD of repeated radiographs§
(mm)
95% CI of median knee-SD
(mm)
PM 3.63 2.64–5.85 0.08 0.05–0.15
MDPT\ 4.16 2.98–6.20 0.11 0.06–0.20
CM 3.65 2.69–5.56 0.08 0.06–0.15
†JSW measurements were made by the perceived minimum (PM), midpoint (MDPT), and calculated minimum (CM) methods.
‡Range of medial tibiofemoral JSW in nine normal volunteers.
§The mean of the five measurements for each method (PM, MDPT, CM) from a single radiograph was calculated and called the radiograph
mean. A knee-standard deviation (knee-SD) was then calculated using the radiograph means of the three repeated radiographs of a single
knee. The median values of these knee-SD and 95% confidence intervals are shown.
\Repeated measures analysis of variance detected significant differences in JSW between the measurement methods (P<0.01). Fisher’s
least significant difference comparisons showed significant difference in the mean JSW MDPT measurements and both PM and CM
measurements, and no significant difference between PM and CM measurements.
Table IV
Sources of variance associated with repeated radiographs of normal volunteer knees and repeated measurements from the same
radiograph
Measurement method Source of variance
Repeated radiography Var (mm) z SD (mm)† Repeated measurement Var (mm) z SD (mm)†
PM 0.013 z 0.11 0.008 z 0.09
MDPT 0.027 z 0.16 0.018 z 0.13
CM 0.016 z 0.13 0.013 z 0.11
†Repeated measures analysis of variance was used to determine the sources of variance.
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evaluated with the CM method had a relatively poor corre-
lation with the reference JSN (r=0.41) and therefore was
not subjected to inverse regression analysis. Figure
1shows the regression analysis of the JSN evaluated with
the MDPT measurement and the reference JSN with the
95% CI calculated for an individual predicted value of Y for
five measurements at Xo. Inverse regression analysis pro-
vides a useful approach to determine expected JSN based
on MDPT JSN observations. The point at which the upper
CI intercepts the Y-axis is the threshold value for MDPT
JSN (Yt). Anything above this value of 0.13 mm represents
a true change in JSN by RSA. To determine how this
relates to the true JSN, a line parallel to the X-axis is
drawn from Yt to the lower CI. The value of X corresponding
to this point is the upper value of the 95% CI for reference
JSN (0.13 mm for MDPT and 0.26 for PM). The lower limit
for this CI is 0. Therefore, if there is an observed JSN
change of 0.13 mm by the MDPT method, we can be 95%
confident that the true value of JSN is between 0 and
0.13 mm.
Table V
Mean difference between absolute values of JSN of serially distracted cadaver knees using three JSW measurement methods and the true
change in distance by Roentgensterophotogrammetric analysis of the tantalum beads implanted in bone
Measurement method† Mean difference (mm) 95% CI of mean difference (mm)
PM 0.11 0.06–0.16
MDPT 0.09 0.05–0.14
CM 0.25 0.20–0.29
†Repeated measures ANOVA demonstrated a significant difference between measurement methods (P0.007). Fisher’s least significant
difference comparisons of means showed significant differences to be between CM and both MDPT and PM methods, and no significant
difference between MDPT and PM methods.
Table VI
Results of inverse regression analyses of difference between JSN measured by the PM and MDPT JSW and JSN measured by
Roentgenstereophotogrammetric analysis (RSA)
Measurement
method
Correlation coef-
ficient R
Coefficient of determi-
nation r2
Threshold JSN (Yt) measured by each
method (mm)
Upper limit (Xu) of 95%
CI (mm)
PM 0.74 0.55 0.16 0.26
MDPT 0.91 0.83 0.13 0.13
Fig. 1. Scatter plot of MDPT JSN measurement vs RSA JSN measurement. Solid line is the regression line and dashed lines are the 95%
confidence intervals. By inverse regression analysis, the intercept of the dotted line with the Y-axis (Yt, 0.13 mm) is the threshold value for
JSN by MDPT measurement that corresponds to an upper value 95% CI for RSA JSN of 0.13 mm (Xu).
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Discussion
One of the primary objectives of this work was to deter-
mine whether highly accurate and precise measurements
could be obtained using X-ray equipment and methods
commonly available in most clinical settings. The cali-
bration study with the caliper (a calibrated joint surrogate)
showed that our X-ray equipment and methods could
produce measurements with an accuracy and precision at
or near the limit of the measurement resolution of the
digitizing tablet (0.025 mm). Specifically we found that for
the 2 and 4 mm distances, the precision of the measure-
ments was excellent (Tables I and II). It is important to point
out that measurements of the 1 mm distance were rela-
tively less precise than the 2 and 4 mm distances (Table I).
Although the calibration study demonstrated that precision
was uniformly excellent, the CM method produced larger
measurements than did the PM and MDPT methods (Table
II). An explanation for this finding is that the reader knowing
that the curve-fit algorithm constrained the fitted line to
pass through the chosen data points, may have been
cautious about selecting a narrow point as this would
automatically be the minimal distance.
Applying the three techniques to measure JSW in normal
volunteers produced results that were similar to those
achieved in the calibration study. Within each measure-
ment method, precision was comparable. However, the
MDPT method produced significantly larger measurements
than the other two methods (Table III). An explanation for
this finding is that the PM and CM methods by their design
attempt to locate and measure the minimal JSW, while the
MDPT method is designed to produce a consistent place-
ment of the JSW measurement relative to the joint.
We can conclude from comparing the repeated measure-
ment SD obtained from subjects with normal knees (Table
IV) with the SD from the caliper radiographs (Table II), that
repeated measurement of JSW in subject knees, with their
compound curves and less distinct borders, is inherently
more difficult than similar measurements of the joint surro-
gate caliper. Two readings of standing extended view
radiographs of normal knees using a graduated magnifying
glass produced an SD of 0.09 mm16. With the digitizing
light-table methods we obtained similar values for precision
in repeated measurements of the same radiographs esti-
mated by the SD of the measurements, albeit using differ-
ent methods for estimating the SD (Table IV). The repeated
radiography SD of 0.11 mm that we obtained with the MTP
semi-flexed view is considerably better than the 0.31 mm
SD of differences between two sets of radiographs of
normal knees using the standing extended view with
fluoroscopy16.
One approach that can be used to estimate the precision
of the JSW measurements from repeated radiography of
subject knees is to use the median of knee-SD. The median
knee-SD of 0.08 mm produced by the PM and CM
measurement methods is the same as the value reported
by Buckland-Wright et al. from two MTP semi-flexed X-rays
of patients with knee OA17. Another approach to estimate
the precision of JSW measurements from repeated radi-
ography is to use an estimate of variance derived from the
mean-square error terms from the repeated measures
ANOVA of the JSW data from each of the three methods.
These results, summarized in Table IV, give SD values for
repeated radiography (0.11 mm PM, 0.16 mm MDPT,
0.13 mm CM) that are marginally greater than those from
the median knee-SD analysis. Our estimate of reproducibil-
ity from the ANOVA of 0.11 mm compares favorably with
the value of 0.32 mm obtained in a fluoroscopy-assisted
study of two MTP semi-flexed radiographs from OA and
control patients taken 1 week apart in the same facility, and
0.25 mm for a subset of paired radiographs that were of
high quality (well-positioned) from the same study20. We
can only speculate that our improved precision may be due
to the enhanced accuracy afforded by the digitized tablet
measurements and the fact that our study was conducted
with normal volunteers in a research setting.
While fluoroscopy may improve radioanatomic align-
ment, it has not been shown that it improves the precision
of JSW measurement and it adds expense and the need for
more skilled personnel. To assess the quality of our radio-
graphs, we utilized previously described criteria for rotation
and flexion17 and we achieved a similar degree of correct
rotation (70%) and medial tibial plateau alignment (50 and
90% with inter-rim distances of less than 1 and 4 mm,
respectively). A retrospective study examined the potential
confounding effect of variability in inter-rim distances on
estimates of JSN from two anteroposterior standing knee
radiographs. The investigators found that only 14% of serial
radiographs had good alignment as judged by variability in
inter-rim distances, and there were significant differences in
the rate of JSN when comparing aligned and misaligned
knees12. Our results indicate that the MTP semi-flexed view
described in this report allowed us to produce three serial
knee radiographs with an extremely small SD in inter-rim
distance. This indicates that the reproducibility of volunteer
and equipment positioning was excellent. However, it is
also important to point out that the variation of JSW
measurements from radiographs with a mean inter-rim
distance of less than 1 mm was similar to radiographs in
which the mean inter-rim distance was greater than 1 mm.
Therefore the magnitude of the inter-rim distance does not
appear to influence the precision of JSW measurements
from a single X-ray. With serial radiographic studies the
most important factor is obtaining reproducible positioning
of subject and X-ray equipment. Consistent with these
findings, a recent field test of duplicate radiographs from
patients with knee OA using the MTP semi-flexed view
without fluoroscopy showed excellent reproducibility of
knee positioning, although misalignment of the medial tibial
plateau and the X-ray beam occurred in more than 70% of
cases23.
Accuracy is traditionally defined as the difference be-
tween a known dimension, or standard, and a correspond-
ing measurement of that dimension. High definition
macroradiographs have been used to develop a standard
of accuracy for JSW measurements18,24. The cadaver
study was designed to build on this earlier work and to
serve as a model system for early onset or post-traumatic
knee OA by which we could begin to estimate the accuracy
of JSN measurements. It is important to point out that our
study was designed with specific application to the progres-
sion of early onset knee OA that results in JSN without the
considerable anatomic changes associated with the later
stages of the disease. With the cadaver knees the known
standard was based on the distance between the tantalum
beads injected into bone near the surface of the joint.
Radiographs were obtained as the femur was moved
relative to the tibia in a controlled manner, and then highly
accurate measurements of the position of the tantalum
beads located in the bones were determined (JSW) and
JSN calculated. While this does not duplicate the anatomic
change that results in JSN in OA knees, it provides a model
system of early OA to assess the accuracy of serial JSW
measures in precisely displaced joints. The fundamental
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question to be answered with regard to the accuracy of JSN
measurements using these standardized and idealized
conditions was at what point are we confident that a change
in JSW represents an actual JSN change in the cadaver
knees? The answer to this question can be found in Table
VI and Fig. 1. When two measurements of JSW differ by
more than the threshold 95% CI obtained from the JSN
inverse regression (0.13 and 0.26 mm for MDPT and PM
methods, respectively), we can be confident that the two
observations represent an actual change in JSN.
The CM method of measurement was less accurate in
the calibration study and produced a variable regression in
the JSN accuracy study. Choosing between the MDPT and
PM methods is more difficult. Although, the precision of
these two methods is equivalent, the 95% CI obtained from
the inverse regression for the PM method is nearly twice
that of the MDPT method. One explanation for this obser-
vation may be that as the joint space narrows, it does not
narrow uniformly across the joint. The joint surfaces may
move with respect to one another as the surfaces approxi-
mate. If this is the case, the minimal JSW will not be located
at the same place in the joint as it narrows, and therefore
changes in PM may be uneven compared to overall JSN.
The MDPT method is less likely to be subject to this effect
as it consistently measures JSW at the same location
regardless of where the minimal JSW appears to be. While
the MDPT method could be considered the most appropri-
ate choice for studying knee OA it is important to point out
that our study did not attempt to replicate what occurs with
OA knees, where bone remodeling and osteophyte for-
mation could alter the midpoint placement for the MDPT
measurement. Therefore, it may be wise to obtain both
MDPT and PM JSW measures in long-term clinical studies
of OA.
The essential components necessary to achieve high
precision and accuracy in JSW and JSN measurements
were reducing variability in subject positioning, X-ray equip-
ment positioning, and taking measurements from the radio-
graphs. Key elements for achieving precision and accuracy
goals were: the MTP semi-flexed view with the use of
foot-maps to assist in consistent patient positioning; or-
thogonal direction of the X-ray beam in horizontal and
vertical planes as required by the method; skin markings
over important anatomic landmarks; high resolution
measurements from the backlit digitizing tablet; and mul-
tiple measurements of the same radiograph to arrive at the
best estimate of the dimension being measured. Since the
protocol is simple, economical, and can be adapted for use
in most clinics, it is an appropriate outcome measure for
determining changes in JSW in patients with early knee
OA.
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